
LEARNING ABOUT ANIMALS BY VISITING THE ZOO
Our resilient Kindergarten girls (and their parents) managed
the disappointment of two rain cancellations for our trip to
the Baltimore Zoo. Our indefatigable moros wouldn’t give up

on finding a clear day and the girls, their moros and our
parent volunteers finally enjoyed a lovely early spring day
discovering penguins, monkeys, otters and much more. We
appreciate the unique qualities of each creature that Hashem
has placed in our world. A very special thank you to the PTA

for funding the buses for this learning experience.

NURSERY BRACHOS SIYUM FIELD TRIP
Our Nursery girls have been learning and tasting their
way through each of the brachos we make on food. As

part of their siyum celebration the girls went on a
brachos field trip to Market Maven, Goldberg’s Bagels and

Mama Leah’s Pizza, and even brought back pizza for
lunch! The girls enjoyed the trip on the big yellow bus,

which for most of them was their first.

 GRADE 1 AND 2 ROSH CHODESH ADAR
MISHLOACH MANOS BAGS

In honor of Rosh Chodesh Adar, our First and Second
Grades fostered feelings of achdus and simcha by decorating

masks, Mishloach Manos bags, filling them with food and
exchanging them with classmates. The girls also colored and
penned beautiful messages in over 300 cards that will be

sent to Israeli Soldiers along with Mishloach Manos.

SCIENCE SHOWS WOW THE FIRST GRADE
Mrs. Simmy Mittleman and Mrs. Sharon Goldner presented a

fascinating demonstration to our First Grade on sound,
vibrations and telephones. Mrs. Mittleman has been presenting
various scientific experiments to our students for the past
few months to build curiosity about natural phenomenon.

The girls were shown how sound waves travel and how we are
able to hear on telephones. Mrs. Goldner also displayed

her fantastic phone collection.
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